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WAP: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Get unplugged for the wireless Internet revolution

Start building wireless Web applications and Web sites for the next generation of cellular telephones and Internet devices with the in-depth information contained in this volume. WAP: A Beginner's Guide is an authoritative yet easy-to-understand reference that covers every...
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How to Do Everything With Your iPAQ(R) Pocket PCMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Now you can do more with your iPAQ than you ever thought possible with this easy-to-use guide. Learn to maximize your iPAQ's built-in features and increase functionality with additional applications and accessories. You'll also get step-by-step guidance for using Word, Excel, and Outlook and managing your finances with the Pocket Money application....
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Memories in Wireless Systems (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
For the technological progress in communication technology it is necessary that the advanced studies in circuit and software design are accompanied with recent results of the technological research and physics in order to exceed its limitations.
This book is a guide which treats many components used in mobile communications, and in particular...
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV Financial ManagementPackt Publishing, 2013

	Delve deep into the world of financial management with Microsoft Dynamics NAV


	Overview

	
		Explore the features inside the sales and purchases areas as well as functionalities including payments, budgets, cash flow, fixed assets, and business intelligence
	
		Discover how the different aspects of...
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Magic For DummiesFor Dummies, 1998

	You don’t need a white tiger, expensive props, or hours of preparation to do magic. With a little practice, some clever misdirection (which lays at the heart of all magic tricks), and showmanship, you can surprise family, friends, and coworkers using a few everyday items!


	If you’re looking to saw a beautiful women in...
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The A to Z book of computer gamesTAB Books, 1979
There is probably no need to explain the fun you can have playing games with computers. More specious though perhaps, is the enjoyment experienced by the person who programs the computer. Most games played with card, dice, and the like are challenging and mentally stimulating. So too, is the process of compter programming - perhaps even more so....
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Ray Tracing from the Ground UpAK Peter, 2007


	Computer graphics involves simulating the distribution of light in a 3D

	environment. There are only a few fundamentally different algorithms that

	have survived the test of time. They can be loosely classified into projective

	algorithms and image-space algorithms. The former class projects each geo

	metric primitive onto the...
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'Lets Do JavaOpen University Press, 2009

	The underlying theme of this course is that Java is a highly portable programming language and is able to run on a very wide range of platforms.





	This means that Java software may be required to run on very small scale systems with few resources, such as very limited storage or very small displays, as well as on large networks...
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Smart Card Research and Advanced Applications: 17th International Conference, CARDIS 2018, Montpellier, France, November 12–14, 2018, Revised Selected ... (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11389))Springer, 2019

	
		These proceedings contain the papers selected for presentation at the 17th Smart Card
	
		Research and Advanced Applications Conference (CARDIS 2018), which was held in
	
		Montpellier, France, during November 12–14, 2018, and organized by the Montpellier
	
		Laboratory of Informatics, Robotics and Microelectronics (LIRMM)....
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Network Security Auditing (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2010

	Mention the word audit to IT professionals and you will probably see their eyes glaze over as
	they imagine frightening visions of auditors with pointy tails, pitchforks, and checklists run
	ning around and pointing out all of the things they have done wrong to their manager. The
	purpose of a security audit is not to place blame or pick...
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Scrum: Novice to Ninja: Methods for Agile, Powerful DevelopmentSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2016

	
		Why should you use Scrum in your web projects? Simply put, it'll enable your team to get more done in less time.

	
		Scrum is the most popular agile project management methodology used in web projects today. While most Scrum books tend to be lengthy textbooks that cover every detail of Scrum for all types of...
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Middleware for CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"The book addresses telecommunications workers, developers, middleware researchers, software engineers, and software architects." (IT Professional, July/August 2004)     

       A state-of-the-art guide to middleware technologies, and their pivotal role in communications networks.
    Middleware is...
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